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COMMUNITIES OF ACTION

LEARN, COLLABORATE,
NETWORK, AND
PUBLISH IN A DIGITAL
HEALTH CANADA
COMMUNITY OF
ACTION

“Digital Health Canada
facilitates volunteering
in a structured
way, allowing

Communities of Action provide
opportunities for connection,
idea sharing and professional
development

individuals to grab

Communities of Action (CoA) are central to the Digital Health

hold of leadership

development by providing opportunities for connection and idea-

opportunities with

way to grow your network, improve your resume, and learn

a certain amount of
ease in a variety of
settings.”
– SUSAN ANDERSON,
		
ORION HEALTH

Canada mission to support members in their professional
sharing. Volunteering with a CoA Working Group is an excellent
something new. Topics covered by CoA Working Groups include:
	Digital Opportunities in Mental Healthcare: Patient
Access in Mental Health
This new CoA Working Group is putting together a
jurisdictional scan of current work around digital tools
related to mental health within Canada.
	Jurisdictional EMR Governance
This CoA Working Group is composed of Digital Health
Canada Atlantic Chapter members and is preparing a white
paper outlining recommendations for jurisdictional Electronic

Download completed
publications on Artificial
Intelligence, Pharmacy
Practice and Digital Health,
e-Safety, and more from the
Resource Library at
digitalhealthcanada.com

Medical Records (EMR) governance.
	Patients in Tech
This CoA Working Group is gathering content that will
highlight the relationship between the principles and benefits
of patients as partners and the product discovery, design,
and strategy approaches of leading digital health solutions.
	Virtual Care Innovation in Canada
This CoA Working Group will share lessons learned from their
review of virtual care success stories from across the country.
	Home and Community Care
This group is undertaking an analysis of current state
of technology-enabled solutions and identification of
converging digital technologies, starting with high level and
environmental jurisdictional scans of home and community
care practices, integration, and structure.

Start your own
Community of Action!
Bring your ideas to life in a CoA Working Group
Are you a Digital Health Canada Member with a digital health-related
topic you would like to explore? Take the first step toward turning your
research idea into a published paper by asking Digital Health Canada
to help you form your own Community of Action Working Group.
Digital Health Canada offers guidance and support as you progress
from idea to plan, and from plan to final publication.

Connect with other Digital Health Canada Members
Start your own CoA or volunteer with an existing CoA Working Group
and find opportunities to work virtually with Digital Health Canada
Members from across Canada. Connect and learn while you and your
team contribute to the pool of Canadian digital health knowledge (and
you add a polished publication to your list of accomplishments).
Digital Health Canada provides assistance from beginning to end, and
equips you with the essential resources you need to make sure you
and your team stay on track to success.
Visit digitalhealthcanada.com to learn more about how you can
get started, download a Working Group Toolkit, or fill out an online
application form.
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Digital Health Canada connects, inspires, and educates the
digital health professionals creating the future of health
in Canada. Our members are a diverse community of
accomplished, influential professionals working to make
a difference in advancing healthcare through information
and technology. Digital Health Canada fosters network
growth and connection; brings together ideas from multiple
segments for incubation and advocacy; supports members
through professional development at the individual and
organizational level; and advocates for the Canadian digital
health industry.
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